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Skipping Dimensions in Dimension Order Routing Algorithms (SDOR) 
Abstract: 
Dimension order routing algorithms use the least amount of network resources compared to 
other routing algorithms. Dimension order algorithms have lower amount of path diversity 
compared to other routing algorithms. This methodology establishes a methodology to allow 
dimension order algorithms to increase their path diversity by increasing the amount of 
resources required. This methodology implements dimensional skipping where the routing 
algorithm is able to determine that a particular dimensional plane is congested and that it 
should be skipped and revisited later on a different plane. 
Methodology: 
For incremental adaptive routing algorithms, high path diversity routing algorithms generally 
perform well but require many VCs to be implemented. Dimension order routing has a low path 
diversity but requires very few VCs. Many times in a cube-style network (integer lattice), a 
particular plane of a dimension might be congested while its peer planes might be 
uncongested. Changing the order in which dimensions can be traversed increases the amount 
of VCs to provide deadlock freedom. 
The problem described has not been tackled for incremental adaptive routing algorithms. UGAL 
is an adaptive routing algorithm that only needs 2 VCs and also has high path diversity. UGAL is 
source-based so it performs minimal routing or heavy weight non-minimal routing. There is no 
in between. 
The skipping methodology presented will be described using a 3D network with dimensions X, 
Y, and Z. The baseline routing algorithm is dimension order routing. It always traverses 
dimensions in order (ex: X, then Y, then Z) and only needs 1 VC to remain deadlock free. The 
skipping version of this algorithm, called SDOR, requires 2 VCs because it runs the DOR 
algorithm twice. The first time through the DOR algorithm it is able to skip dimensions that 
appear congested. The second time around, all unaligned dimensions must be traversed. The 
SDOR algorithm uses a threshold to determine if a dimension should be skipped or not.  
Here is an example:  
The first time through the DOR algorithm the packet traverses the X dimension, then sees the Y 
dimension is congested so it skips it. It then traverses the Z dimension to complete the first 
round. The second time through the algorithm, DOR is forced to resolve all unaligned 
dimensions in order, which for this example the only one is the Y dimension. It is highly likely 
that the congestion in this plane of the Y dimension has a completely different congestion 
situation than the one that was skipped. 
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The skipping methodology works for any dimension order routing algorithm. For example, DOR 
in a Torus network requires 2 VCs. SDOR on a Torus would require 4 VCs. DOR in a HyperX 
network requires 1 VC. SDOR on a HyperX would require 2 VCs.  
The benefit of this methodology is a higher amount of path diversity without the expensive cost 
generally associated with other incremental adaptive routing algorithms with plentiful path 
diversity. 
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